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 What is PhEDEx ?

 PhEDEx heartbeat

 PhEDEx
    - Installation
    - Configuration
    - Agent management
    - Log
    - Monitoring

Outline



 PhEDEx is the data file replica management system used by CMS

 Manages the prioritized transfer of files from multiple sources to multiple sinks

 Enables CMS to manage the distribution of data at dataset level rather than at
    file level

 Bridges the gap between “traditional” and “Grid” data distribution models
    - Traditional : large-scale transfers between large sites, often managed by hand
    - Grid : replication of data in response to user demand

 Manages multi-hop transfers through not-completely-connected distribution
    networks
    - A core, stable infrastructure handling large-scale continuous transfers
    - A dynamic, Grid-like infrastructure associating with the core

What is PhEDEx ?



PhEDEx heartbeat



 The PhEDEx heartbeat tool is monitoring system which verifies cyclically the
    sites readiness to transfer data via PhEDEx

 It regularly initializes file transfer between sites and reports its result

 To provide ease for the user/admin to quickly identify the problem in the 
    transfer process

 To have an overall system view from a central point

 Three different instances of the heartbeat client are run at CERN, Estonia and 
    FNAL. The information is collected and stored centrally at CERN.

Heartbeat



 To participate, you need to tell operator
    - Your site name such as T1_ASGC
    - Directory into which test transfers can be stored. All the paths should be SRM
      paths, using ...?SFN=/path syntax
      (T2_Taiwan : srm://f-dpm001.grid.sinica.edu.tw:8443/srm/managerv1?SFN=/
        dpm/grid.sinica.edu.tw/home/cms/heartbeat)
    - A sample test file that can be used for transfers at your site. You can copy 
      /castor/cern.ch/cms/test.transfer
    - The size of the above-mentioned file (5008283 for test.transfer)
    - whether your site requires push mode 

 The files transferred will have name “heartbeat.TX_FOO.time.random”

 In theory, the files get cleaned up, but you may want to have an occasional look
    in there

 To join, please send a mail to Ulrich Felzmann (Ulrich.Felzmann@cern.ch)

Heartbeat
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Heartbeat
 Heartbeat homepage : 

    http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/aprom/TransferHeartbeat/browser

T1_ASGC→
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PhEDEx
Installation, Configuration, Agent management and Log



Installation
 Obviously you need a storage system. CMS requires SRM storage.

 A computer on which you will run the agents is needed
    - large amounts of memory, disk space, network bandwidth or CPU capacity 
      are not needed on this machine 

 CMS requests sites to use FTS and only FTS to transfer files from EGEE sites
    (T1 or T2), so that your agent host should install FTS prerequisites   

 You can use a gLite-3 UI or VOBOX as the agent host
    - if you do not, please see README-Deployment.txt and README-DLS.txt



Installation
 The PhEDEx installation is RPM-based

 Current production version : 2.4.2

 RPMs are provided for slc3_ia32_gcc323 and slc4_ia32_gcc345
    (Developers are still working on slc4_amd64_gcc345 RPMs)

cd /home/phedex
mkdir sw
export sw=$PWD/sw
wget -O $sw/aptinstaller.sh http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/cpt/Software/download/cms/aptinstaller.sh
chmod +x $sw/aptinstaller.sh
eval `$sw/aptinstaller.sh -path $sw -arch slc3_ia32_gcc323 config -sh`
apt-get update
apt-get install cms+PHEDEX+PHEDEX_2_4_2
rm -f PHEDEX
ln -s $sw/slc3_ia32_gcc323/cms/PHEDEX/PHEDEX_2_4_2 PHEDEX

 Once PhEDEx is installed : PHEDEX/Documentation/README

http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/cpt/
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Register your site
 Send the following information to cms-phedex-admins@cern.ch

    - Site name (e.g. T2_Taiwan)
    - The email address of the contact person for the site
    - The DN for that person’s grid certificate
    - The public key portion of the grid certificate (~/.globus/usercert.pem)

 PhEDEx admins will send you an encrypted file that contains the information you
    need to access the PhEDEx database (TMDB)

 Please have a look at README-Auth.txt for more detailed information
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Configuration
 A copy of templates can be found in PHEDEX/Custom/Template

 Edit Config and storage.xml to meet your site’s requirements

 The Config file

Common PhEDEX settings

FTS specific settings

DLS specific settings

Choose your transfer method by
removing leading # from the one you want

 For more details about PhEDEx+FTS,
    http://www.cnaf.infn.it/~dbonacorsi/PhEDEx/PhEDExFTS.htm



Configuration
 The trivial file catalogue : storage.xml

<storage-mapping>
  <lfn-to-pfn protocol=”direct”
     path-match=”/+LoadTest/(.*)”
     results=”/castor/cern.ch/cms/phedex_loadtest/$1”/>
  <lfn-to-pfn protocol=”srm” chain=”direct”
     path-match=”(.*)”
     results=”srm://castorgrid.cern.ch:8443/srm/managerv1?SFN=$1”/>
</storage-mapping>

protocol         used for transfer

path-match     match on LFN string (PFN for pfn-to-lfn)

chain              reuse result of another protocol 

results            return string of matching rule

 More details : 
    See next talk by Peter Elmer
    http://twiki/cern.ch/bin/view/CMS/SWIntTrivial
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Configuration
 All CMS sites are encouraged to keep the configurations of their CMS services

    in the SITECONF area in the CVS repository (CMSSW CVS repository, COMP/
    SITECONF)
    - http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/swdev/viewcvs/viewcvs.cgi/COMP/SITECONF/?cvsroot=CMSSW

 Request CVS directory for your site config
    - send a mail to cms-phedex-admin@cern.ch 



Agent management
 PHEDEX/Utilities/Master -config your_config_file action [agents]

    - Master : unix inetd like process management
    - Supported actions : start, stop, terminate, kill

 For more details see online help : Master -h

 For a T2 site, the agents you need are: (assume PhEDEx templates are used)
    - For downloads, run info-ds and download-fts-t1
    - For exporting data to other sites, run exp-pfn and exp-disk
    - For updating DLS, run mgmt-blockdls

 For example, to start the above five agents together, you run
    Master -config Config start info-ds download-fts-t1 exp-pfn exp-disk mgmt-blockdls



Log
 Each agent has its own log file, including subprocess output

    - If you use PhEDEx templates, your logs are in 
      ${PHEDEX_BASE}/${PHEDEX_INSTANCE}_${PHEDEX_SITE}/logs

 Download agent redirects logs from download commands to separate log files
    with time stamp on each output line
    - If you use PhEDEx templates, the log of each individual FTS transfer for your
      download agent, download-fts-t1, can be found in 
      ${PHEDEX_BASE}/${PHEDEX_INSTANCE}_${PHEDEX_SITE}/state/download
      -fts-t1



Log
 Successful transfer

 Sometimes things could go wrong

file size
transfer time



PhEDEx
Monitoring



http://cmsdoc.cern.ch/cms/aprom/phedex/prod/Components::Status?view=global

Agent status
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Transfer rate



Transfer rate plot

Regular expression to match against 
node or link names



Transfer quality plots

Time up to and including which 
results will be shown



Transfer state details



Data replicas



Links and contacts
 PhEDEx project web page :

    http://cms-project-phedex.web.cern.ch/cms-project-phedex/

 PhEDEx mailing list : hn-cms-phedex@cern.ch 
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